
Strong Voices: 15 American Speeches Worth
Knowing
In the annals of American history, certain speeches have left an enduring
mark on our nation's consciousness. These speeches have inspired,
informed, and challenged us, shaping our understanding of ourselves and
our world. In "Strong Voices: 15 American Speeches Worth Knowing," we
present a collection of some of these most important and influential
speeches, spanning from the founding of our country to the present day.
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Through these speeches, we hear the voices of diverse Americans who
have spoken out on issues of vital importance. From Patrick Henry's clarion
call for independence to Martin Luther King Jr.'s powerful plea for racial
equality, these speeches have helped to define the American experience.
They have moved us to action, comforted us in times of despair, and
reminded us of the ideals upon which our nation was founded.
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In "Strong Voices," you will encounter the words of:

Patrick Henry, "Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death" (1775)

George Washington, "Farewell Address" (1796)

Abraham Lincoln, "Gettysburg Address" (1863)

li>Frederick Douglass, "What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?" (1852)

Susan B. Anthony, "On the Right of Women to Vote" (1873)

Woodrow Wilson, "War Message to Congress" (1917)

Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Four Freedoms Speech" (1941)

Harry S. Truman, "Truman Doctrine" (1947)

Martin Luther King Jr., "I Have a Dream" (1963)

Lyndon B. Johnson, "Great Society Speech" (1964)

Ronald Reagan, "A Time for Choosing" (1964)

Barack Obama, "A More Perfect Union" (2008)

Hillary Clinton, "The Speech She Should Have Given" (2016)

Donald Trump, "Inaugural Address" (2017)

Each speech is accompanied by an that provides historical context and
analysis. These s help to illuminate the significance of the speeches and to
appreciate their impact on American history.

"Strong Voices" is an essential resource for anyone who wants to
understand the American experience. These speeches are a testament to



the power of words to shape our world. They are a reminder that even in
the darkest of times, there is always hope for a better future.

Free Download your copy of "Strong Voices" today and be inspired by the
words of some of the most important figures in American history.
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